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1. Introduction. In [5] P. Suppes introduced the notion of a quan-

tum probability space. He noted that such spaces may be used to

describe the position and momentum of a quantum mechanical par-

ticle but cannot be used for more general systems. This author has

considered quantum probability spaces not only because they are an

interesting example of a nonclassical logic but because quantum

mechanical phenomena are seen to develop in a quite transparent

fashion in this case.

2. (r-classes and compatibility. Let B be a nonempty set. A a-class

C of subsets of B is a collection of subsets which satisfy

(0  fiGC;
(ii) if aEC, then a'EC;
(iii) if o¿ are mutually disjoint, then Ua<GC, i — \, 2, • ■ ■ ;

where we have denoted the complement of a set a by a'. A state m on

C is a map m : C—> [0, 1 ] such that

(i)  m(B) = l;
(ii) if a¿ are mutually disjoint elements of C then m(Ua¿) =Sík(o,-).

A quantum probability space is a triple (B, C, M) where C is a c-class

of subsets of B and M is the set of states on C.

Lemma 2.1. Let C be a a-class of subsets of B.

(i) If a, bEC and aCb, then bCsa'EC.
(ii) If au a2, ■ ■ • EC and aiCa2Ca3C • • • , thenOaiEC.

(iii) If Oi, a2, • ■ • EC and aiZ)a2Z)a3Z) • • • , then (")«»£C-

Proof,  (i) Since aC\b' = 0 we have that akJb'EC.  Hence b(~\a'

= (a\Jb')'EC. (ii) By (i) a2i\a(, a3C\ai, ■ ■ ■ EC. Since these last

sets are mutually disjoint we have \Jai = aiU(a2i\a{)\J(a3r\a2)

W • • ■ EC. (iii) This follows from (ii) by complementation.

If aCb we use the notation b — a = br\a'. We next show that there

is an abundance of states on any c-class. A state m is concentrated at

a pointwGB if m (a) = 1 if co£a and m (a) =0 if w(£a.

Lemma 2.2. If (B, C, M) is a quantum probability space and a, bEC,

then aCb if and only if m (a) ^m(b) for all mEM.

Proof. If aCb, then b=aVJ(b — a) where a and b — a are disjoint.
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Thus m{b)—m{a)+m{b — a)^m{a) for all mEM. If m{a)^m{b) for

all mEM, by considering states concentrated on a, we see that aO-

The motivation for this theory is, of course, quantum mechanics.

Physically C corresponds to a class of quantum mechanical events.

In quantum theory the experiments used to verify two events a,bEC

may interfere and it may be meaningless to consider a and b at the

same time. However, if a(~\b=0 then there is no danger of inter-

ference so we may consider their logical join a\Jb, which is why we

defined a <r-class as we did. If a and b are not disjoint, then they may

be incompatible in the sense that no experiment can verify aC\b or

aSJb. Motivated by this we say that a, bEC are compatible (written

a<r+b) iíaí~\bEC. Notice that if aQb or if a(~\b=0 then a<r+b.

Lemma 2.3. Let C be a cr-class. (i) If a, bEC and a<^>b, then a<-*b'

and a\JbEC. (ii) Suppose a, au aa, - ■ ■ EC, a<^>ait t = l, 2, • • • , Ua,-

and \J{ai\ai)EC. Then a<->Ua,-.

Proof, (i) Since aC\bQa by Lemma 2.1(i), a — {a(~\b)EC. But

ar\b' = a — {ar\b) so a<r+b'. Also

aVJb= [a - {a r\ b)]VJ {a r\ b) V [b - {a r\ b)\

and since the latter sets are mutually disjoint aKJbEC.

(ii) By the distributive law aP^Ua.) =\}{aí^at)EC.

A a-field of subsets F of a nonempty set fi is a class of subsets that

satisfies

(i) fiGF;
(ii) if aEF, then a'EF;
(iii) if a(EF, i—1,2, ■ ■ • , then Ua,£F.

If (iii) holds for finite unions, F is called afield.

Lemma 2.4. A cr-class C is a a-field if and only if all its elements are

compatible.

Proof. Necessity is trivial. If all the elements of C are compatible

then finite unions of elements in C are in C by Lemma 2.3(i). If a< is

a sequence in C, then

Ua» = ai U {a2 — aï H a2) W {a3 — (fli U a2) C\ a3) U ■ • • EC

If A\, AtQC we write Ai*->A2 if ai*->as for all aiEAh a2EA2. The
sub cr-fields of a tr-class are extremely important because they corre-

spond to classical experiments and single quantum mechanical quan-

tities. It is important to know when a collection of sub cr-fields is

contained in a single sub (r-field.
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Theorem 2.5. If Fi and F2 are sub a-fields of a a-class C there is a

sub o-field containing them if and only if Fi<->Fj.

Proof. Necessity is trivial. For sufficiency let us first assume that

Fi<r-*F2 and that Fi and F2 have a finite number of elements. Let

{a.jï and {¿>,}î be the distinct nonempty minimal elements of Fx

and F2 respectively. Then clearly the a¿'s are mutually disjoint (so

are the ¿>,-'s), and Ua, = B (Uô, = B). Let Cy = aiA6y, i=\, 2, • • • , p,

j = l, 2, • • • , p. Clearly the c,/s are mutually disjoint and U> c,-,-

= \J(air\bJ)=aiVJ(r]bj)=ai, U<c« = 6y, and U,-..,■ c¿; = B. If FiVF2 is 0
together with all unions of the c,/s then Fu F2CFi\/F2 and F1VF2

is a sub (T-field with a finite number of elements. Now assume that Fi

and F2 are arbitrary sub <r-fields and Fi<->F2. Let F = U^4iV^2 where

Au A2 run over all finite sub ff-fields such that A¡CFi, ^42CF2.

Clearly, F,CFand F2CF. Now 0, BGFand if aEF then a'E F. If
a,è£Fthen there is an Au A2, A° A^such that aE A i\/ A2,bEA°\/ A\.

Letting A™ = AiVA\ and Af = A2\JA%, we see that a and b are in

AfVAf. Thus a++b, and aVJbEF. Thus F is a subfield of C. The
smallest monotone class of sets including F is a a-ñeld [2, p. 27] and

is included in C by Lemma 2.1.

3. c-classes and internal compatibility. Let us now consider some

examples.
Example 1. Let B= {l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and let C be the class of sub-

sets of B with an even number of elements. Then C is a <r-class of sub-

sets but is not a ff-field since {l, 2} A{2, 3Î = {2}£C, for instance.

We thus see, of course, that {l, 2 }*-*-*{2, 3}.

We have seen in Theorem 2.5 that if F\ and Ft are compatible sub

a-fields of a <r-class then they are contained in a common sub <r-field.

This result does not hold for three sub <r-fields, as the next example

shows.

Example 2. Let B={l,2, • • • ,8} and let C be the class of subsets

of fl with an even number of elements. Then again C is a <7-class but

not ao--field. Let a= {l, 2, 3, 4}, b= {l, 2, 5, 6}, and c= {1, 3, 6, 8J.
Then a, b and c are mutually compatible and are thus contained in

three mutually compatible sub <r-fields Fu F2. and F3 respectively.

However, we see that a\Jb<**c and hence there is no sub tr-field con-

taining Fi, F2 and F3.

We can get around the difficulty in Example 2 by making the

following definition. If B is a nonempty set, a c-class (c is for compati-

bility) C of subsets of fl is a a-class which satisfies the following: If

a, b, c are mutually compatible sets in C, then c++a\Jb. From the

physical point of view it is reasonable to assume that quantum events
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satisfy this postulate. One can show that the cr-class in Example 1 ia

a c-class but clearly the cr-class in Example 2 is not. Of course a cr-field

is a c-class. As we shall see c-classes are much better behaved than

cr-classes.

If C is a cr-class and AQC, then the compatant of A is A*

=> {bEC: ¿><->a for all aEA). Clearly AiQA2 implies AC2CA\. Denot-
ing {Ac)c by A" it is clear that A EA". A set A QC is compatible if the

elements of A are mutually compatible and obviously A EAC if and

only if A is compatible.

Theorem 3.1. Let C be a a-class in Q. Every compatible subset of C

is contained in a sub cr-field if and only if C is a c-class.

Proof. Necessity is trivial. To prove sufficiency suppose C is a

c-class and A EC is compatible. Since A EACC, it suffices to show that

A" is a sub cr-field. Obviously 0, QEA" and if aEA" then a'EA".
Now since A EAe we have that ACCE{ACC)C and thus A" is compatible.

Let di be a sequence of elements of A". As in the proof of Lemma 2.4,

\JatEC (here we use the fact that C is a c-class). If bEA', then ¿><->a,-,

í = l, 2, • • • , and since br\ai<r+br\a¡ we have \}{b(~\ai)EC as in the

previous sentence. Hence by Lemma 2.3(H), ¿><->Ua,- and UaiEA"

which completes the proof.

Corollary 3.2 // C is a c-class and \ F\\ a collection of mutually

compatible sub a-fields, then U F\ is contained in a sub a-field.

One might expect, in view of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 2.4, that if

we had some compatible elements in a c-class then the smallest sub

c-class containing these elements would be a sub cr-field. (Or the

corresponding statement about two sub <r-fields in a cr-class.) How-

ever, these statements are not true. For instance, consider Example 1.

Let C\ be the class of all subsets of 0, and let C be the cr-class of that

example. Then the elements of C are certainly compatible relative to

Ci, however the smallest sub c-class containing C is C itself which is

certainly not a sub cr-field of Ci.

The previous paragraph emphasizes the fact that compatibility is

defined relative to a certain cr-class and that elements compatible

relative to one cr-class obviously need not be compatible relative to

another. This is not the case, however, in the following situation. A

class of subsets A of a nonempty set fl is internally compatible if

ai\bEA for all a, bEA. Thus if A is internally compatible it is com-

patible relative to any cr-class containing it.

Corollary 3.3. If A is internally compatible then the c-class C

generated by A {i.e. the smallest c-class containing A) is a a-field.
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Proof. Since A ¡s compatible relative to C, applying Theorem 3.1

there is a sub cr-field F containing A. But F is a c-class and by the

minimality of C we have C= F.

Corollary 3.3 does not hold if we replace the word c-class by cr-class.

Indeed, in Example 2, let A= {a, b, c, {l, 2}, {l,3}, |l,6}, {l}}.

Then A is internally compatible and C in Example 2 is a cr-class con-

taining A. Hence the cr-class G generated by A is contained in C. But

since cr\{a\Jb)^C then cn(aUè)CG and hence G cannot be a

cr-field.

We now give an application of Corollary 3.3. Let 0 be a topological

space and let A be the class of open subsets of Q. Since the intersection

of two open sets is open, A is internally compatible. Hence the c-class

generated by A is a cr-field which is the usual Borel field. Thus in

topological spaces if one wants to consider all the open sets then

nothing new is gained by using c-classes. The author does not know

whether the cr-class C generated by A is the Borel field, although C,

of course, is contained in it. However, C is certainly quite large. For

example, if ß is the real line R then it is easily seen that C contains all

the Gs's and TVs and thus C differs from the Borel field at most by

sets of Lebesgue measure zero.

4. Observables. Let us now consider what corresponds in this

theory to measurable functions. If (fi, C, M) is a quantum probability

space, a real valued function /: Q—+R is observable if f~l{E)EC for

every set E in the Borel field B{R). Observable functions are called ob-

servables. If/ is observable we use the notation Af= {/-1(£): EEB{R)}.

It is easily seen that Af is a sub cr-field. We say that two observables

/ and g are compatible (written f*-*g) if Af*-*A„. It is clear that if g is a

real Borel function and / an observable then g o / is observable. Also

if /i<->/2 and gi, g2 are real Borel functions, then g\ o /i<->g2 o f2.

Theorem 4.1. Let C be a a-class. (i) If a, bEC, then a<-*b if and only

if there is an observable f such that a, bEAf. (ii) Iff and g are observable

andf<r+g, thenf+g andf-g are observable, (iii) C is a a-field if and only

if the sum of any two observables is observable.

Proof, (i) If/ is observable and a, bEAf, then a<->& since A¡ is a

sub cr-field. If a<->b define the function / by /(«)=0 for uEaOJ,

/(co) = l for wEa-aC\b, /(co)=2 for uEb—ar\b, and /(w) = 3 for

'uEa'CW. Then/ is observable and a=f~l{{0, l}), ft=/-i({0, 2})

and hence a, bEAf. (ii) Since/<->g, we have Af<^>AQ. By Theorem 2.5

Af\JAg is contained in a sub cr-field and the result follows from the

usual measure theoretic argument, (iii) If C is a cr-field, then all ob-
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servables are mutually compatible and the result follows from (ii).

Now suppose the sum of any two observables is observable and

a, bEC. If x« ar"d X6 denote the characteristic functions of a and

b respectively then, x« + X& is observable and hence a C\b

= (Xa+Xb)~1({2})EC. Thus a<r-+b and by Lemma 2.4 C is a <r-field.

It follows from Theorem 4.1 that the sum of two noncompatible

observables need not be observable. However, there are noncom-

patible observables whose sums are observable. For instance, in

Example 1 define the functions/and g by/(l) =/(2) =0,/(3) =/(4) = 1,

/(5)=/(6)=2; g(l)=g(6) = l, g(2)=g(4)=2, g(3)=g(5)=0. Then
/<-H-»g since /_1( {0} )i^g~i( {1} ) = {1} Çj; C for instance. Now it is easy

to check that/-f-g and f-g are observable. However,/—g is not ob-

servable! Notice also that/+£ and/-g are not compatible with/or g.

This type of behavior cannot occur with characteristic functions.

Lemma 4.2. If C is a a-class and a, bEC, then the following statements

are equivalent, (i) a*-+b; (ii) Xo^X*; 0") Xa+X» ** observable; (iv)

Xa"X¡> w observable; (v) X»-X» is observable.

We leave the simple proof to the reader.

Let us now briefly consider integration in this theory. If/ is observ-

able and m a state then A¡ is a (T-field and m is a measure on Af. Thus

(B, Af, m) becomes an ordinary probability space and we can define

the integral ffdm in the usual way.

Lemma 4.3. /// and g are (not necessarily compatible) bounded ob-

servables and ffdm =fgdmfor every state m, thenf — g.

Proof. If m is concentrated at a point w0 and 5 is a simple function,

it follows that fsdm = s((j¡o). Since/ is a limit of simple functions we

see that ffdm =/(«<>) •
We thus see that bounded observables satisfy the uniqueness con-

dition discussed in [l]. Another natural question is whether integra-

tion is linear. That is, does f(f+g)dm=ffdm+fgdm for/, g bounded
observables whose sum is observable and m any state? The author

does not know the answer to this question ; however, it is trivial that

the answer is affirmative for states concentrated at points. The an-

swer is also affirmative if/ and g are simple functions.

5. Comparison with Mackey's theory. Let us now compare our

theory to that given by Mackey [3] in his axiomatic development of

quantum mechanics. In the sequel we will always assume C is a

a-class. Now C may be regarded as a complemented partially ordered
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set in which we define a^b ii aCb and use the usual set complemen-

tation. The sup and inf a\/b, a/\b, respectively, are defined in the

usual way relative to C. Note however that a\/b (a/\b) need not

equal aUb (af^b) even if the former exist. (They are equal if the

latter are in C.) For instance, in Example l{l, 2} A {2, 3} = 0

while {l, 2¡P\{2, 3} = {2} 7*0. This also shows that if a/\b = 0
then a and b need not be disjoint (af\b = 0). Thus a<->6 is not equiva-

lent to a/\bEC although the former does imply the latter. We say

that a, bEC split if there exist mutually disjoint elements au bi, cEC

such that a=ai\/c and b = bi\Jc. Mackey calls this simultaneous

answerability and it corresponds to our notion of compatibility.

Theorem 5.1. Suppose a, bEC. (i) // a<->è then a\/b = aSJb and

a/\b = aí~\b. (ii) a<-+¿> if and only if a and b split.

Proof, (i) If a<->2> then aC\bEC and then clearly ar\b — a/\b. (ii)

Suppose a and b split and a = a{\/c, b = bi\/c where a\, bxc are mutually

disjoint elements of C. By (i) a = aiV)c and b = biUc. Thus cCaC\b.

If a(~\b = 0 we are finished. Otherwise suppose (aE<tC\b. Then o¡Ec

or u>Ebi. Suppose o¡Ebi. Then w^c, co^ai and hence o¡(£a, a contra-

diction. Hence ai\b=cEC and a<-*b. Conversely, if a*-*b then

aC\bEC and a-aC\b, b-aC\bEC. Thus a = (a-aC\b)\/(ar\b) and
b = (b-ar\b)V(aC\b).

Using this theorem we see that our language can be translated into

the language in Mackey's theory and that our Theorems 2.5, 4.1 (i)

and 3.1 are related to the results of Varadarajan [6], [7], and Pool

[4] respectively. It is left to the reader to find the exact relation

between these theories.
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